
“Change may not always bring growth, but there is no growth without change.”  

― Roy T. Bennett, The Light in the Heart  

When a choice plant became root bound and began to deteriorate, I decided to transplant one of our 

plants to a larger container. Carefully, I lifted the greenery from its small pot and put it into its larger 

home, trying to disturb the roots and soil as little as possible. Being the novice gardener that I am, I 

watched and waited in anticipation to see if I was successful in the transplanting of the plant.  To my dis-

may, the plant still struggled. I expressed my frustration to an experienced gardener who offered his 

services. When the plant was placed in the gardener’s hands, he turned the pot upside down, pulled out 

the plant, shook the soil from the roots, and clipped and pulled all the stragglers from the root system. 

Replacing the plant into the pot, he vigorously pushed the soil tightly around the plant. Soon the plant 

took on new life and grew. 

How often in life do we set our own roots into the soil of life and become root bound? We may treat our-

selves too gently and defy anyone to disturb the soil or trim back our root system. Under these condi-

tions we too must work to make progress. Oh, change is hard! Change can be rough. 

We do not want our business or organization to become root bound and stagnant. Constant reevaluation 

and continued assessment through the continued stay review process is needed for growth, the same 

that we ask of the recipients of our services.   

There is nothing so unchanging, so inevitable as change itself. The things we see, touch, and feel are 

always changing. Relationships between friends, husband and wife, father and son, brother and sister 

are all dynamic, changing relationships. There is a constant that allows us to use change for our own 

good, and that constant is the revealed truth of all our lives. 

We need not feel that we must forever be what we presently are. There is a tendency to think of change 

as the enemy. Many of us are suspicious of change and will often fight and resist it before we have even 

discovered what the actual effects will be. When change is thought through carefully, it can produce the 

most rewarding and profound experiences in life. The changes we make must fit into logical purposes 

and patterns. 

As opportunity for change reaches into our lives, as it always will, we must ask, “Where do I need devel-

opment? What do I want out of life? Where do I want to go? How can I get there?” Weighing alternatives 

very carefully is a much needed prerequisite as one plans changes. In our plan we are usually free to 

choose the changes we make in our lives and we are always free to choose how we will respond to the 

changes that come. We need not surrender our freedoms. But just as a compass is valuable to guide us 

out of the dense forest, so the plan needs to point the way as we walk the paths of life. 

Yes, there is pain in change, but there is also great satisfaction in recognizing that progress is being 

achieved. Life is a series of hills and valleys and often the best growth comes in the valleys. Change is a 

meaningful part of life. Some don’t see the meaningfulness because they are unwilling to change. 

As the CENTER and RYC continue the process of changes looking at efficiencies for both organizations, I 

ask that you take time to reflect on our newly combined organization and forging forward in this symbi-

otic union which is beneficial to all of us.   Please remember that our team is working to accomplish 

three important goals.  Our first goal is the care for our clients and their families.  Our second goal is 

sustainability of our services.  Our third and possibly most important goal is tapping into our staff’s pas-

sion to help clients, as this is why we exist.  Change gives us the opportunity to ignite our creativity to 

develop new possibilities.      

Oh, Change is Hard! By Joseph P. Cowley, Ph.D., President 

Birthdays 

 Stephanie McBride  10/1 

 Shari Johnson  10/14 

 Nancy Gibson  10/16 

 Carol Gerard  10/19 

 Alex Riordan  10/19 

 Chrissy Dilley  10/20 

 Kelli Hackler  10/23 

 Brooke Sharer  10/23 

 Jessica Naughtin  10/27 

 Angie Ramirez  10/30 
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Anniversaries 

 Veronica Fisher 1yr 

 Jessica Naughtin 1yr 

 Lori Haffarnan 10yrs 

New Hires 

 Kimberly Cooper                           

Prevention Specialist 



 

As you may or may not know, September was National Recovery Month. National Recovery Month is a nation-

al observance held every September to educate individuals that substance use treatment and mental health 

services can enable those with a mental and/or substance use disorder to live a healthy and rewarding life. 

 

The Prevention team did their due diligence by spreading the word, whether it was through prevention pro-

grams within the schools or speaking to adults throughout the community. One example of this was when the 

prevention team collaborated along with clinical staff and delivered a presentation on prescription drugs to 

team members of the Metropolitan Medical Laboratory staff, as well as informing them of the services we 

have available such as, gambling,  detox, methadone clinic, etc.  Members of the Metropolitan staff ex-

pressed their appreciation for the services CADS has to offer and our willingness and readiness to present 

on topics such as prescription drugs, drug trends and alcohol awareness.  

Recovery Month with Prevention  by Prevention Team 

Training Calendar  

 

Administrative Directive of the 

Month 

5160 Family Involvement in 

Treatment 

Please review with staff. 
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TIC 
TIC (Trauma Informed Care) TIP 

of the month 
 

Trauma may affect a person’s ability to find emotional balance. Survivors may experience 
a flood of feelings and worries that make it difficult to make decisions, follow plans, and 
tend to responsibilities.  This may be especially true with survivors of domestic violence, 

who have felt unsafe in their relationships and may have experienced negative 
consequences associated with their decisions.  Providing for the emotional safety of 

survivors is a critical component of working with them.   

Based on this, what changes can you make? 

TIP 
10/13/2017 

Co-Occurring Populations: 
Understanding and Treating 
Mental Health & Substance 

Use Disorders 

UPH 
830am-
430pm 

see flyer  

10/20/2017 Daring Dialogues (Generic) Josh Krauss 
215pm-
430pm 

FRMT 

INSERVICE 
OCTOBER 

10/27/2017 

INSERVICE: Beginning Metha-
done Treatment (Alcohol & 

Drug Specific) 
Leah Morris 1pm-2pm FRMT 

10/27/2017 
(tentative) 

ALUMNI FALL EVENT NOT APPLICABLE afternoon Alamo 



 

ORIENTATION DATES: 

Wednesday, October 4th 

Tuesday, October 10th 

Tuesday, October 24th 

Friday, October 27th 

RYC Orientation Agenda 

Personnel Policy of the Month 

3010 Americans with Disabilities 

Compliance  

Please review with staff. 
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